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Here’s phonics information to incorporate into basic to 
intermediate activities designed to teach or reinforce                      
the concept of syllables in vocabulary items, mostly words:    

1. In speech, a syllable is a “beat” containing one—and only one—    
vowel sound. In written language, a syllable is the one or more 
letters that spell the vowel sound, with or without initial and/or 
final consonants. A vocabulary item may contain one, two, or more 
syllables.  In order of the number of syllables (in parentheses),             
here are examples with their vowel spellings underlined: to, teach, 
said, here’s (1), phonics, written, louder, reduced (2); syllable, i nitial,                     
re inforce (3); parenthe ses, incorporate (4); vocabul ary, in terme di ate (5). 

2. Said alone, a single-syllable word is stressed (emphasized, or                 
said with more force).  In a polysyllabic item, the strongest              
syllable is pronounced longer, louder, and higher in pitch                 
than weakly stressed or unstressed syllables.  

3. Mostly, the sounds/spellings of stressed syllables follow patterns 
and principles of one-syllable (C)V(C) items. The pronunciation 
and/or spelling of some vowel—and perhaps a few consonant—sounds 
in other syllables, especially those “reduced” in pronunciation, may 
differ somewhat from when they are stressed.    

Here are some ways to teach, learn, or reinforce phonics and 
spelling patterns in activities, games, and lessons on syllables.   

1. Recognize and count syllables. Using  
word cards or pages of items with (or 
without) “syllable notation” like letter 
sizing, vertical dividing lines, spacing, 
accent marks, and other pronunciation 
hints,  have the items read aloud.              

Flash Cards on pages 115-117 or similar 
materials can be used for this purpose.   
If card users are unsure of an item,             
they  can work together, get “expert help,”             
look it up, and/or review or learn relevant 
phonics/spelling principles. They can set 
aside the items they know and work               
with the others until mastery.    

Q 
kyū = \kyuw\ 

Phonics & Spelling    
in Syllables  

Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers 

The concept of 
syllables is basic to 
language. Children, 

new readers, novice 
English learners, and students 

of phonics can be taught to 
hear the syllables of a 

vocabulary item as “rhythm 
beats.” They can clap or tap 

on each syllable as the word is 
pronounced distinctly.                

The number of “notes” is                
the number of syllables.      

More advanced 
learners can count  

vowel sounds. 
Remembering that a single 
vowel or diphthong can be 
spelled by one vowel letter 

(with or without final silent –e) 
or letter combo, they can 

underline the separate vowel 
spellings in an item— as in 

word, beat, phrase (1 vowel 
sound each); high er, spell ing, 

pronounce (2 each), in i tial, 
syllable (3 each), etc.                

The number of vowel-sound 
spellings equals the number  

of syllables in the word.     

Normally, syllable divisions () 
come [1] after prefixes added 

to the beginning of base words 
and before suffixes at the end, 

as in the word information,  
[2] between (doubled) letters 

that don’t blend in digraphs or 
clusters, as in suggest,                

sin gle, number, [3] after final 
consonants of stressed 

syllables with simple-vowel 
sounds (e.g., busy, double, 

rhythm), [4] after complex-
vowel spellings (e.g., ba sic,      

even, may be, free dom). 

Some kinds of notation to 
help learners identify (and 

emphasize or reduce 
syllables in pronunciation) 
are [1] the relative size of            

the alphabet letters or 
phonetic sound-symbols,  

[2] spacing and/or dots 
between syllables, 

[3] accent marks (’) over 
vowels and/or before            

stressed syllables ( " Æ).                        
The four sample items above 
have 1, 2, 3, and 4 syllables.   

sugésted= 
\søg"dZEst Id\  

partícipate  
=pär"tI s´ Æpeyt 

phónics = 
\ "fAnIks\  

count = \
kAUnt\  
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4. ĭ = \I\ 

2. Sort & analyze vocab 
items. Card users can         
sort Picture/Word,       
Letter-Spelling, and/or 
Phonetic-Notation items 
of one to six or more 
syllables (like those on 
pages 111-120 or 
comparable sources) 
according to syllabic 
criteria—not only their 
emphasized vowel sounds 
but also their numbers of 
syllables and/or stress 
patterns + corresponding intonation:  ("  ".   ."   ". Æ  . " .  . . " = one 
stressed syllable; two syllables with the first one stressed,                          
two with emphasis on the second; three with the first stressed                     
and the last with weaker stress, three with the strongest                    
emphasis in the middle; etc.).  

Working together, participants can read aloud their collected              
items, explaining their groupings and pronunciation.  More                   
proficient students can indicate item parts of speech or meaning 
and/or use them in context—perhaps even in  “Funny Phrases” or 
“Silly Sentences” as suggested on page 30.  Card packs of some 
designs can eventually be used to play four-of-a-kind games, as 
described in Activities Idea W on pages 193 to 194.            

3. Put syllables together. The physical manipulation of “cards” with 
common syllable spellings—like those on pages 115-117—will help 
phonics learners develop a sense of how English words are put 
together—which (combinations of) letters can appear in initial, 
medial, and/or final position in which order, how polysyllabic 
composition affects pronunciation and spelling—if at all, and                     
other relevant features of multi-syllable vocabulary items.  

First, card users can arrange syllables into two-syllable words—
perhaps even forming a “domino-like chain,” in which the last syllable 
of one word is the same as the first syllable of the next item.  

Participants can (list and) read aloud the words they have formed—
eventually learning meanings and uses in context.  If relevant, they 
might comment on syllable types (“closed,” “open,” or. . . ?), syllabic 
divisions (which may differ according to their focus: pronunciation, 
spelling, word formation, or . . . ?), (un)stressed vowel sounds, etc.    

Later, they can try rearranging word parts, forming items of three 
or more syllables, and stating or testing the phonics principles they      
are learning.  Syllable puzzles and reference lists may help.  
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Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers 

In elementary phonics 
instruction, “kinds of syllables” 
may be taught in order of their 

perceived “level of difficulty.” 
As usual, instruction based                

on predictable, “regular,”  
(polysyllabic) items is likely                

to precede lessons with 
alternative, unusual, and 

exceptional letter spellings               
(* ** ***).    

[1] By far the most 
common type, 

“closed syllables” 
usually end in consonants 

after simple (“short”) vowel 
sounds, as in after, fallen, 

heaven*, symbol ize*,                
cof fee, prob(ab)ly, but ter, 

cush  ion. 

Complex-vowel (“long”) 
syllables can end in final silent 

–e at word end or  before 
suffixes, as in awake,                

complete, polite ly, hope ful.  

[2] Whether stressed 
or unstressed, “open 
syllables” most often 

end in complex 
(“long”) vowels, as in                

may be, ve to, vari ety,                
although**, melo dious, 

maneu ver**.  

[3] In “r-colored syllables,” \´\ 
or \„\ may precede \r\ 

(even if it is not spelled as 
a separate syllable) as in 

meer / mir ror, sour /                    
tow er, repair / repair er.  

[4] Syllables ending in                
(a consonant +) -l(e), 

pronounced \(´)l\, may 
have different spellings, as 

in du al, cruel, noodle.   

For easily 
comprehensible,  

clear pronunciation, 
English speakers 

need to know and make  
appropriate use of syllable-

stress patterns and intonation 
of multi-syllable words. 

forget= . ’   
2. ĕ = \E\ 

2. ĭ = \I\ 

b__s(i)ness**  

massage = . ’ 
2. ŏ = \A\ 

electrical=. ’. .   
4. ĕ = \E\ 

illiterate= . ’. .  
4. ĭ = \I\ 

With or without pictures or phonetic notation, 
multi-syllable items can be sorted (“matched”)  
in various ways: according to the number of 
syllables they contain, their syllable-stress 
patterns or intonation, their stressed vowel 

sounds, their parts of speech or meaning, etc. 

af ter (prep.) 

2. ă = \œ\ 

banana (noun) 

3. ă = \œ\ 

manufac ture  

4. ă = \œ\ 
(verb)  

1. ă = \œ\ 

black (adj.) 

friend = ’   
1. ĕ = \E\ 

with = ’   
1. ĭ = \I\ 

calm = ’   
1. ŏ = \A\ 

symbolize = ’ ..  
3. ĭ = \I\ 

already= . ’. 
3. ĕ = \E\ 

prob(ab) ly = ’ (.).  
3. ŏ = \A\ 

decoration = .. ’.   
4. ŏ = \A\ 

ga mut mut ton sil ton sil ver ver sa sa line 
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Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
For these 4 sets of 4 items (= 16 words), you can fill in the blanks with the missing vowel 

letters of the accented syllables: /œ/ = a; /E/ = ie**, e, ea*;  /I/ = i, u**, y*; /A/ = a*, o.   

At the top of each box is the number of syllables of that word or phrase, followed by the    
phonetic dictionary = /IPA/ sound-symbol(s) of its most strongly stressed, clearest vowel sound.           

Less common to exceptional spellings are starred (* ** ***). Can you read the words aloud?  

1. ă = \œ\ 

bl__ck (adj.) 

be
fo
re
 ____ 

__fter (prep.) 

2. ă = \œ\ 

ban__na (noun) 

3. ă = \œ\ 4. ă = \œ\ 
(verb)  

el__ctrical (adj.) 

4. ĕ = \E\ 1. ĕ = \E\ 

fr__nd*** (noun) forg__t (verb) 

2. ĕ = \E\ 

alr___dy*(adv.) 

3. ĕ = \E\ 

_____ Done! 

b__s(i)ness**(noun) 

2. ĭ = \I\ 1. ĭ = \I\ 
coffee 
_____ 

cream & 
Sugar 

w___th (prep.) il l__terate (adj.) 

4. ĭ = \I\ 

3. ŏ = \A\ 

mass__ge*(verb) 

2. ŏ = \A\ 1. ŏ = \A\ 

c___lm* (adj.) 

s__mbol ize (verb) 

3. ĭ = \I\ 

pr__b (ab)ly (adv.) therm__meter 

4. ŏ = \A\ 

(noun)  

likely (to 
happen)      

= _______ 

In each set of four, there is one noun, one verb, one adjective (adj.), and one word                  
that is another part of speech (adv. = adverb; prep. = preposition). Cut out one-sided,               

the items can be Flash Cards for practice in one– vs. multi-syllable items.  

    The “cards” can be sorted (classified) according to the numbers of syllables,                 
syllable-stress patterns, and/or emphasized vowel sounds of the items they display.                 

Can you “analyze” their spelling—and put them in contexts that show their uses and meanings?  

With the emphasized vowel spellings underlined, here are the names of the 16 items: black, after, banana, manufacture; 
friend**, forget, already*, electrical; with, business**, symbolize*, illiterate; calm*, massage*, probably, thermometer.   

manuf__cture  
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Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
For these 4 sets of 4 items each, you can fill in the 16 blanks with the missing vowel letters                
of  the accented syllables: /ø/ = o*, ou**, u; /U/ = oo, u; /O/ = aw*, o, au*; /ä(r)/ = ea**, a, o**.  

At the top of each box is the number of syllables of that word or phrase, followed by the    
phonetic dictionary = /IPA/ sound-symbol(s) of its most strongly stressed, clearest vowel sound.           

Less common or irregular spellings are starred (* **). Can you read the words aloud?  

In each set of four, there is one noun, one verb, one adjective (adj.), and one word                   
that is another part of speech (adv. = adverb). Cut out one-sided, the items can serve                 

as Flash Cards for and pronunciation practice in one– vs. multi-syllable items.  

     The “cards” can be sorted (classified) according to the numbers of syllables,                 
syllable-stress patterns, and/or emphasized vowel sounds of the items they display.                 

Can you “analyze” their spelling—and put them in contexts that show their uses and meanings?   

With the emphasized vowel spellings underlined, here are the names of the 16 items: once*, double**, discover*, interruption; 
poof, cushion, sugary, bulletin board; crawl, often**, unlawful, laundry room; heart, argue*, tomorrow, remarkable*.  

b__l letin board  

4. B = \U\ 1. B = \U\ 

p___f (interjection) 

3. B = \U\ 

fr
eq

ue
nt

ly
 =

  

= 
__

__
__

 

__ften**(adv.) 

1. ô = \O\ 

cr___l* (verb) l___ndry room* 

4. ô = \O\ 

3. a:(r) = \ä(r)\ 

__rgue*(verb) 

2. a:(r) = \ä(r)\ 

unl___ful* (adj.) 

3. ô = \O\ 

to m__rrow**   rem__rkable 

4. a:(r) = \ä(r)\ 

(adj.)  

disc__ver* (verb) 

3. ŭ = \ø\ 

(noun)  
in terr__ption  

4. ŭ = \ø\ 1. ŭ 

__nce* (adv.) d___b le** (adj.) 

2. ŭ = \ø\ 

(noun)  

s__gary (adjective) c__sh ion (verb) 

2. B = \U\ 

(noun)  

2. ô = \O\ 

1. a:(r) = \ä(r)\ 

h___rt** (noun) 

the day after 
today = 
_______ 

(adv.) 
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Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
For these 16 items, you can fill in the blanks of the accented syllables with the missing vowel 

letters: /‰(r)/ = i, u, ou**, e; /eI/ = aigh***, ay, ai, a; /iy/ = ie**, ee, ea, i***; /Ay/ = y*, i.  
At the top of each box is the number of syllables of that word or phrase, followed by the    

phonetic dictionary = /IPA/ sound-symbol(s) of its most strongly stressed, clearest vowel sound.           
Less common to exceptiojnal spellings are starred (* ** ***). Can you read the words aloud?  

In each set of four, there is one noun, one verb, one adjective (adj.), and one word                   
that is another part of speech (adv. = adverb;  prep = preposition). Cut out one-sided,                

the items can serve as Flash Cards for practice in one– vs. multi-syllable items.  

     The “cards” can be sorted (classified) according to the numbers of syllables,                 
syllable-stress patterns, and/or emphasized vowel sounds of the items they display.                 

Can you “analyze” their spelling—and put them in contexts that show their uses and meanings?   

With the emphasized vowel spellings underlined, here are the names of the 16 items: first, urgent, encourage**, emergency; 
straight***, maybe**, entertain, conversation; shriek**, sleepy, underneath, machinery***; cry*, behind*, excited*, variety*.  

convers__tion 

4. ā = \eI\ or \ey\ 1. ā = \eI\ or \ey\ 

str____t (adj.) 

3. ā = \eI\ or \ey\ 

sl____py**(adj.) 

1. ē = \i\ or \iy\ 

shr___k** (verb) 

4. ē = \i\ or \iy\ 

in
 b
ac
k 

of
 =
 

__
__

__
__

__
 

beh__nd (prep.) 

2. ī = \AI\ or \Ay\ 

undern____th 

3. ē = \i\ or \iy\ 

var__ety (noun) 

4. ī = \AI\ or \Ay\ 

enc__rage** (verb) 
(noun)  

1. û(r) = \‰(r)\ or \„(r)\ 

f__rst (adv.) 

What  
to do 
_____? 

___rgent (adj.) 

(noun)  

m___be (adv.) 

2. ā = \eI\ or \ey\ 

2. ē = \i\ or \iy\ 

1. ī = \AI\ or \Ay\ 

cr___* (verb) 

2. û(r) = \‰(r)\ or \„(r)\ 3. û(r) = \‰(r)\ or \„(r)\ 4. û(r) = \‰(r)\ or \„(r)\ 

perhaps = 
_____ 

(prep.)  

3. ī = \AI\ or \Ay\ 

exc__ted** (adj.)  

em__rgency  

entert___n (verb) 

mach___n (e)ry  
(n

ou
n)
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In each set of four, there is one noun, one verb, one adjective (adj.), and one word                   
that is another part of speech (adv. = adverb, prep. = preposition, conj. = conjunction).  

Cut out one-sided, the items can serve as  Flash Cards for phonics, spelling, and pronunciation 
practice in one– vs. multi-syllable items, stressed vs. unstressed syllables, etc.  

    The “cards” can be sorted (classified) according to numbers of syllables, stress  
patterns, etc. Can you put the words in contexts that show their uses and meanings?   

Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
For these 16 items, fill in the blanks with the missing vowel letters of the accented syllables:  

/oU/ = ew**, ough**, o;  /uw/ = ough***, oo, eu**, u;  /AU/ = ow, ou;  /OI/ = oi, oy 

At the top of each box is the number of syllables of that word or phrase, followed by the    
phonetic dictionary = /IPA/ sound-symbol(s) of its strongest stressed, clearest vowel sound.               
Less common to exceptional spellings are starred (* ** ***). Can you read the words aloud?  

With emphasized spellings underlined, here are the item names: sew***, although***, opponents, melodious; 
through***, gloomy, maneuver***, community; bow, about, accountant, very crowded; coins, loiter, flamboyant, 

(noun)  

comm__nity  

4. ū = \uU\ or \uw\ 1. ū = \uU\ or \uw\ 

thr___*** (prep.) 

3. ū = \uU\ or \uw\ 

ab___t (prep.) 

1. ou = \AU\ or \aw\ 

b____ (verb) very  cr___ded 

4. ou = \AU\ or \aw\ 

3. oi = \OI\ or \Oy\ 

l___ter (verb) 

2. oi = \OI\ or \Oy\ 

acc___ntant 

3. ou = \AU\ or \aw\ 

flamb___ant  disap___ntment 

4. oi = \OI\ or \Oy\ 

(noun)  

opp__nents (noun) 

3. ō = \oU\ or \ow\ 4. ō = \oU\ or \ow\ 1. ō = \oU\ or \ow\ 

s____*** (verb) 

2. ō = \oU\ or \ow\ 

man___ver***  gl____my (adj.) 

2. ū = \uU\ or \uw\ 

2. ou = \AU\ or \aw\ 

1. oi = \OI\ or \Oy\ 

c___ns (noun) 

in spite of 
the fact 
that = 

________ 

alth___*** (conj.)  

(verb)  

What’s  
the book 
______? 

(noun)  (adj.)  

(adj.)  

mel__dious (adj.) 
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Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
Following are some common (initial and/or final) syllable spellings as they are likely to                

appear in dictionaries. In each row of six from left to right, the second “card” displays a letter 
combination that can complete a two-syllable word by combining with the first; the third can 
follow the second, and so on. Can you read aloud the vocabulary items formed in this way? 

Whether cut out one-sided from (a duplicate of) the page or simply copied down,               
most of these letter-spellings can be combined in more than one way with other 

syllables—only a few of which appear on these two pages. To “research” polysyllabic            
phonics/spelling possibilities, you can look up the words you think of—and find new items—              

in resource listings, dictionaries, and/or useful websites such as http://www.morewords.com.  
Read aloud the items you write down (on cards or in lists). If feasible and useful,                        

they can be analyzed as to syllable type (“closed,” “open,” “controlled,” “r-colored,”                   
“syllabic /r/ or /l/” “stressed, “reduced,” etc.). Can you recognize and identify syllables                 

as complete words, compound-word parts, prefixes, suffixes, . . . ?  

Eventually, be sure to define and/or use the most useful items in meaningful contexts.   

With their emphasized vowel spellings underlined, here are the 15 two-syllable items to be formed from the syllables 
above:  admit, mitten, tenor, organ, gander; baby, bylaw, lawless, lessen, enroll; camel, elfin, finger, gerbil, billion.   
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With their emphasized vowel spellings underlined, here are the 25 two-syllable items to be formed 
from the syllables above:  device , viceroy, royal, alto, tofu; fatso, sofa, favor, vortex, textile; harem, 
embrace, bracelet, letter, terrain; icon, concur, cursor, sorrow, rowdy; kilos, loser, errant, ranted, edit 

br
ac

e 
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Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
Following are some initial and/or medial + final syllable spellings.                           

In each row of eight syllable combinations from left to right, adding the letters                  
of the second “card” to those of the first will create a polysyllabic word.                              

The last syllable of the second word then becomes the first syllable of the third, and so on.   

be
r

 

ia
n 

i
 

a
 

na
 

it
y 

ni
ca

l 
ci

um
 

bi
 

ge
nt

 
le

m
an

 
ve

r 
ti

m
 

in
g 

Can you read aloud vocabulary items formed in this way?   Can you explain                          
and/or compare their pronunciation, spellings, and/or syllable stress  patterns?                     

Can you use some of them in contexts that illustrate their grammatical rules and meanings?  

Because of the word-formation “syllable-division rules” of English, it is difficult to 
think of or find items whose syllables duplicate one another in a “chain” like those 

displayed above.  Also, most common syllable-spellings are more likely to appear either              
at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of words rather than in all three positions.   

Even so, it may be fun and good practice to try “arranging” syllables in this challenging way.              
Can you discover non-word syllables that both end and begin words?  To do so, divide any  

useful polysyllabic item into syllables; then look for words that begin with its last one.               
Resource lists like those on pages 118-120 or word-formation websites may help.   

With their identical “first and last” syllable-spellings underlined, here are the 14 polysyllabic 
items to be formed from the letters above:  librarian, animal, malady, dynamo, modality, 
tyrannical, calcium; phobias, astringent, gentleman, maneuver, verbatim, timberland, landscaping  
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 Initial Medial Final 

a  able relative area 

ac actor reaction zodiac 

ad address academy dyad 

af after hereafter pilaf 

age ageism management triage 

al always manually coral 

an annual oceanic  median 

ap appoint reappear Japan 

ar arrow prearrange nuclear 

as assist reassign bias 

at attack created carat 

ba baby Kabbala  samba 

be believe albeit adobe 

bro broken ambrosia   

 Initial Medial Final 

but butter unbutton rebut 

ca café Arcadia circa 

car carrot miscarry streetcar 

cen central eccentric  

chan channel merchandise  

cir circus encircle  

ci city accident loci 

clo closet enclosure  

col collect broccoli* protocol 

com common accompany sitcom 

con conflict discontent icon 

cor correct accordion  decor 

coun country accountant*  

co copy coconut tobacco 

Instructions for Phonics & Spelling in Syllables  
with Syllabic Word-Reference Lists  

In alphabetical order, following are boxed reference lists of some useful single, mostly               
non-word, syllables that occur in two or three positions in multi-syllable vocabulary items. 

The syllable-spellings in the word examples are listed in three columns: items with                      
the relevant syllable at the beginning, in the middle, and/or at the end of its word.                      

These underlined syllables may be stressed or unstressed; the pronunciation of their                     
vowel sounds may be identical or different in both or all items. (A blackened box means that               

no useful vocabulary item with that syllable spelling could be found in that position.)                    
Can you pronounce the words in each row clearly—especially the underlined syllable? 

Can you explain the meanings of (some of the) items and/or use them in context? 

Most of the letters spell “closed syllables” in the (C)VC pattern; others are                    
“open syllables” ending in vowel sounds.  Still others spell “-r-colored” syllables               

or “syllabic” /(´)r/ or /(´)l/. Very few end in final silent –e. (The words were selected on                 
the basis of their syllable divisions as shown in English learners’ dictionaries.)  

Are the syllables that are spelled identically pronounced the same or differently in their two               
or three possible word positions?  How do you know how many syllables are in each item—                

or where they divide?  Which vowel sound has the strongest stress—in what syllable pattern?  

phonicSpelling è ÆfAnIk " s p E l IN, Q = kyū = \piy\ = Phonics & Spelling in Syllables 
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 Initial Medial Final 

come comely uncomely income 

cre create pancreatic acre 

cul culprit agriculture  

dan danger  bandanna sedan 

e evil area  

ed edit acted needed 

ef effort  ineffective alef 

el elephant novelty towel 

em employ exemplary poem 

en enjoy calendar alien 

er error energy teacher 

es escape  riches 

ex example coexist  

fac faculty manufacture  

fair fairy unfairly affair 

far farmer seafaring insofar 

fas fascinate unfasten sofas 

fee feeble  coffee 

fi finance deficient  

flow flowery sunflower overflow 

for forget unforgiving  

ful fulfill awfully helpful 

fun further unfurnished sulfur 

gar garlic oligarchy cigar 

gen general agency hydrogen 

i idea variety radii 

in interest misinform satin 

ja jalopy adjacent ninja 

lan language Atlantic élan 

 Initial Medial Final 

mat matzo formatting diplomat 

le legal allegory table 

li liberal deliver broccoli 

lit little elitism skylit 

lo local abalone cello 

mag magic damages  

man many romantic woman 

mar marry nightmarish grammar 

may maybe dismaying dismay 

mem memo remember  

men menu mementos amen 

mid middle  humid 

mil million familiar  

min minimum dominion vitamin 

mon money commonly sermon 

no nothing menorah domino 

num number outnumber aluminum 

oc occur preoccupied havoc 

of office inoffensive thereof 

on only  heron 

or order aortic mayor 

pa paper company papa 

per person pampering zipper 

po potato opposition hippo 

pol polka apology  

pop poppy unpopular lollipop 

pos positive disposal typos 

pot pottery repotting jackpot 

pow powder empower  
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 Initial Medial Final 

prac practice chiropractor  

pre present appreciate  

pro probably impropriety repro 

ra radio abracadabra okra 

re reality arena acre 

ri riot aria safari 

roy royal arroyo corduroy 

ru ruin  guru 

sa salami disaster visa 

shal shallots  marshal 

si silence messier quasi 

son sonic arsonist poison 

sor sorry consortium censor 

sum summer assumption possum 

sup support resupply catsup 

sure surely leisurely assure 

 Initial Medial Final 

tap tapestry retaping wiretap 

the theater atheist  

ther therapy  panther 

tive  actively native 

to today automatic tomato 

tran tranquil intransitive  

try trying  entry 

tur turtle cultural sequitur 

un under reunion  

up upper thereupon syrup 

var various invariable  

ver verbal overage waver 

vic victim services pelvic 

vil village civilian evil 

war warrant unwary postwar 

yon yonder  canyon 

In addition to the suggestions in Ideas Q, there are other kinds of instructional                      
materials that can reinforce and enhance instruction in polysyllabic vocabulary.    

For example, syllable-spellings can be printed               
on pieces of four-of-a-kind and/or sequenced card decks. 

Eventually, learners can play competitive games with these.  

Syllables can appear in various sequences in the boxes                
of Bingo, Lotto, or Tic-Tac-Toe Grids for participants to     

mark or cover when matching items are called out or shown.  

      Syllabic letter-combinations can be displayed in adjacent 
boxes of Path-Game Boards.  When learners land game tokens 
on these, they can say, write, and otherwise make good use 

of items with these word elements.   

Even more challenging are grids such as those used for  
the Game of Categories—
like on page 24, boxes of 
items in Reference Lists, 

and the like.   

 al con pos 
NOUNS algebra bacon typos 

VERBS ally confess proposes 

ADJECTIVES manual content supposed 

ADVERBS always constantly positively 

ac ad af ag 

fe fi far fac 

ci cir col come 

es ex e em 
be ca do 
fi goo hu 

lea nu que 

mag man mar may 
men mid mil min 
mon ma mat mea 
mi mo mis mu 

fi ca do 

do hu nu 

ca lea goo 

lu ja i gen 

fas 

min 

START 
HERE ar be cir dan er 

pa pol qua ro 

no
 

sha si 

You 
Win! war ver tive ther 

son yon 

Above are a few reminders of kinds of   
materials to incorporate into effective 

instruction at advancing levels.  
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